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BUFFET |  GRAB & GO  |  ACTION STATION  | CATERING DISPLAY 



4. The complementing side tables can be 
used to stage coffee station condiments 

and F&B accoutrements to allow for 
efficiencies in buffet flow

ADDITIONAL DISPLAY SPACE

Southern Aluminum’s newest next gen rolling display, EVO, provides the next level in evolving service 
execution. EVO is designed to activate a myriad of meeting and event purposes from buffet and action 

stations to beverage and retail display. Featuring easy-glide casters and a thoughtfully designed 
ganging device, EVO maximizes operational efficiencies when transporting to the next event or nesting 

them for convenient storage.

1. The durable table top allows for higher 
impact and features scratch, abrasion, and 

moisture resistance

2. Tables nest for convenient storage and 
may be staged as furniture in public space 

when not in use

3. Durable casters allow for ease in 
transporting EVO and are equipped with 

locks to ensure stationary stability
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Printed colors may vary from the actual product. To ensure your design needs contact for color samples.

Discover more, by visiting us at www.southernaluminum.com

3 Piece
5 Piece

Large, medium, small
Large, medium, small, two side tables

Model # WeightDescriptionSets
EV3
EV5

365 lbs
469 lbs

Mocca
Firwood

Walnut
Fiberwood

Portico
Teak

Quartzite
Falls

Weathered
Fiberwood Madagascar

Italian
Carrara

Oiled
Legno

Weathered
Char

Bleached
Legno Black

Bronze

IronIron

Slate

Our innovative ganging device is 
engineered to lock EVO together and allow 

the tables to move as one unit

An optional shelf for each table will 
facilitate additional F&B storage adding 

value to action stations and buffets

GANGING DEVICE SHELF

Impact composite material 
engineered to provide next-level 

durability and performance

*premium upgrade

High-strength powder coat for 
increased protection

Decorative surfaces that are long lasting, scratch 
and dent resistant, designed to match your décor

LAMINATE TOP OPTIONS THINSCAPE® TOP OPTIONS* LEG FINISHES
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